
Farm-i-tude
Written 137 Test

1. Should a pilot in command (PIC) of an agricultural aircraft assist in mixing and loading the
aircraft when dispensing a highly toxic chemical?

2. When dispensing a highly toxic chemical, what instructions would you give the VO?

3. What are some of the symptoms of chronic toxic effect, which is the cumulative buildup of
chemical in the body?

4. How would you dispose of containers that held toxic poison?

5. Before operations should you know where the nearest poison control center is?

6. If you have mild symptoms of organophosphate poisoning, can you administer the
recommended antidote yourself and continue work until an appointment with a doctor can be
arranged?

7. What emergency action would you take if a known contamination exists?

8. Indicate your swath runs and procedure turns over the following the following field, when
dispensing a herbicide that could damage plants in a congested area.
“See attached field sketch #1”.

9. Would you apply a chemical such as a highly toxic insecticide to this field? If so, how and
when?

10. What wind direction would be required for applying an herbicide on the crop?
“See attached field sketch #2”.
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11. What does your Aircraft Operating Handbook state as the maximum wind mph for
applications?

12. While airborne, before starting your first swath run, what steps would you take?

13. In applying insecticides for insect control adjacent to a lake, stream, or fish-stocked earth
tank, what precautions must be taken?

14. Does your agricultural aircraft operator’s certificate allow you to fly over people while going
from your base of operation and the field you are to treat?

15. What are the steps to be taken before you can dispense chemicals over a city, town,
settlement, or other congested area or is this not allowed?

16. After the aircraft being loaded with insecticide for insect control, does your aircraft have to
be inspected by someone other than the PIC before you can engage in applying the
insecticide?

17. Your agricultural aircraft is required by part 137 to be equipped with a (circle one)
a. quantity tank gage
b. boom pressure gage
c. stall warning
d. none of the above

18. What certification or certificates must be carried on the aircraft engaged in agricultural
aircraft operations?

a. State Agricultural Applicators Certificate
b. insurance
c. 107 license
d. copy of 137 license
e. all the above

19. Explain what happens when the aircraft remote controller signal is lost.

20. Explain what actions are needed when aircraft reaches low battery threshold.
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